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Is Job Growth the Fuel or the Sugar in the Gas Tank? 

 

We’ve reached a phase in this recovery in which good news is, at times, 
interpreted as bad news: 

Strong job growth = good news 

Growth so strong it spurs persistently high inflation = not-so-good news 

Last week’s May employment reports showed that the Canadian and U.S. 
economies are progressing at differing rates. Domestic job growth is still feeling 
the effects of renewed lockdowns in Ontario and Quebec.  

U.S. job growth is improving, but not as quickly as anticipated. With markets 
processing most economic readings through the filter of inflation implications, 
equities saw a small lift following the report. 

The legend that sugar in a gas tank will halt a car engine is more myth than fact. 
But the risk inflation poses to the current investment narrative is no myth – in 
fact, we’ve long viewed it as the most structural threat to the positive market 
outlook. However, good news is still good news, and we don’t think faster job 
gains ahead will kill the economic engine. 

 

Have a great week 
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June 7th, 2021 

The particulars contained herein were obtained from sources we believe to be reliable, but are not guaranteed by us and may be incomplete. The opinions 
expressed are based upon our analysis and interpretation of these particulars and are not to be construed as a solicitation or offer to buy or sell the securities 
mentioned herein. The opinions expressed do not necessarily reflect those of NBF. I have prepared this report to the best of my judgment and professional 
experience to give you my thoughts on various financial aspects and considerations. The securities or sectors mentioned in this letter are not suitable for all 
types of investors and should not be considered as recommendations. Please consult your investment advisor to verify whether the security or sector is suitable 
for you and to obtain complete information, including the main risk factors. Some of the securities or sectors mentioned may not be followed by the analysts of 
NBF. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


